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AN ANALYSIS OF REGISTER IN THE PODCAST 

AT BBC WORLD SERVICE 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

By 

Okta Apriani 

 

 The objectives of this study are to know about the linguistic forms of 

registers and the meaning of registers used in the podcast at BBC World 

Service. The type of this research was descriptive qualitative research. The data 

was collected by observation and documentation. Moreover, in activity 

observations, the resercher observed by listening and writing conversation 

broadcasters in the podcast at BBC World Service. Next, by using 

documentation the research captured some subtitles or descriptions that are 

register word in the podcast at BBC World Service. 

 The results of this study are the researcher founds linguistic forms of 

registers in podcast at BBC World Service namely, the form of word classes 

(noun, verb, adverb and adjective), word formation (compounding and  

abbreviation) and phrases (noun phrase and verb phrase). The researcher found 

44 data linguistics form of register. The linguistics form of registers that has 

the highest frequency is noun with the data is 15 ( 34.0%) while the linguistic 

form of registers that has the lowest frequency is adverb, adjective and verb 

phrase the data is 1 (2.2%). The  writer also finds the meaning based on the 

context situation.  
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SEBUAH ANALISIS DARI REGISTER DI DALAM PODCAST 

DI BBC WORLD SERVICE 

 

ABSTRAK 

 

Oleh 

Okta Apriani 

 

 Tujuan dari penelitian ini adalah untuk mengetahui tentang bentuk-

bentuk linguistik register dan tentang makna register yang digunakan dalam 

podcast di BBC World Service. Jenis penelitian ini adalah penelitian deskriptif  

kualitatif. Pengumpulan data dilakukan dengan observasi dan dokumentasi. 

Selain itu, dalam kegiatan observasi  peneliti  mengamati dengan mendengar 

dan menulis percakapan para penyiar dalam podcast di BBC World Service. 

Selanjutnya dengan menggunakan dokumentasi, penelitian menangkap 

beberapa teks bawah di film atau deskripsi yang merupakan kata register dalam 

podcast di BBC World Service. 

 Hasil dari penelitian ini adalah peneliti mendapatkan bentuk bentuk 

linguistik register yang digunakan dalam podcast di BBC World Service yaitu, 

bentuk kelas kata ( kata benda, kata kerja, kata keterangan dan kata sifat) 

formasi kata (penggabungan dan singkatan) dan frasa (frasa kata benda dan 

frasa kata kerja). Bentuk linguistik register yang memiliki frekuensi tertinggi 

adalah kata benda dengan datanya 15 (34.0%) sedangkan bentuk linguistik 

register yang memiliki frekuensi paling rendah adalah kata keterangan, kata 

sifat dan frasa kata kerja datanya adalah 1 (2.2%). Penulis juga menemukan 

makna yang sesuai pada konteks situasi.  
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

A. Background of Study 

Every human being in this world needs to interact each other, and 

language is the most important aspect in human interaction. Language is 

the institution whereby humans communicate and interact with each other 

by means of habitually used oral auditory, arbitrary symbols. Language is 

a system of structured vocal symbols by means of which human being 

make meaning and communicate and interact with each other in a given 

community. Without existence of language, of course the people will 

difficult to communicate with other. Especially in this globalization era 

where communication is very absolute needed for sharing ideas and 

getting many kinds of information from others. 

Then, language and society are interested in explaining why we 

speak differently in different social, context, and it concern with 

identifying the social functions of language and the ways it is used to 

convey social meaning. A language is what the members of a particular 

society speak. A society is any group of people who are drawn together for 

a certain purpose or purposes. Language variation is the subject of 

sociolinguistic studies. It is a form of language that varies based on  the 

context of usage and it is a form of language usage by different speaker  

because of certain factor. The occurrence of language variation is not only
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caused by speaker who are different but it is because social interaction 

activity that they do very diverse. 

Furthermore, sociolinguistics study is the relationship between 

language and society. They are interested in explaining why we speak 

differently in different social context, and they are concerned with 

identifying the social functions of language and the ways it is used to 

convey social meaning. Sociolinguistics  is the study of the social uses of 

language, and the most productive studies in the four decades of 

sociolingistic research have emanated from determining the social 

evaluation of linguistic variants. There are six terms of language variation, 

namely style, slang, colloquial, jargon, argot and register.  

Next, Register is one of sociolinguistics studies and it`s one of 

language variations. Register is widely used in sociolinguistics to river to 

variety according to use, in contrast with dialect defined as varieties 

according to the user. The languages of people in society are different 

from each other. For example, the language that is used by the teacher and 

the doctor are different. Each of them has its characteristics, in 

Sociolinguistics it is called register. The term register here describes the 

language of groups of people with common interest or jobs, or the 

language used in situational associated with such groups. The differences 

of each language are related with the context of situation, which consist of 

field, mode, and tenor. 
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After that, in this study the researcher focuses on the study of 

sociolinguistics analysis of register as a kind of language variation. 

Because there are still many people who do not know the word register 

and its the podcast. The researcher uses podcast because today there are 

many people who listen to the podcast to listen a story about horor, 

biography someone, learning or story etc. 

Moreover, based on the pre survey at the Podcast BBC World 

Service on 25
th

 October 2020. The researcher found registers used the 

podcast at BBC World Service on the programme Sportsworld. 

Researchers chose the sportsworld program because there are several 

forms of registers.  Beside that, the researcher is interested to find out the 

meaning of registers used in podcast at BBC World Service. Therefore the 

authors conducted a study entitled “An Analysis of Register in the Podcast 

at BBC World Service. 

B. Questions Research 

 Based on the background above the writer formulates the questions 

research statement as follows: 

1. What are the linguistics forms of register used in the podcast at BBC 

World Service ? 

2. What is the meaning of the register used in the podcast at BBC World 

Service ? 
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C. The Objectives, Benefits and Implication of The Study 

1. Objectives of The Study 

  The objectives of  this study are to know about the 

linguistics forms of registers and the meaning of register used in the 

podcast at BBC World Service. 

2. Benefits of The Study 

The benefits of the study consisted of three significances:  

a. For the Teacher or Lecture  

  The result of this research can be used to increase and 

carry out some other methods for teaching vocabulary and 

listening. 

b. For the Students 

  The result of this research will show a specific example 

of register. This can be used as an additional reference for studying 

english language.  

c. For the Other Researchers 

  The result of this research can be hopefully used as a 

reference for those who are interested in analyzing register, 

especially the one in podcast. 

3. Implication of the Study 

a In this research the researcher presents the form of register as a 

kind of variety of language that used in the podcast. The result of 
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this research can be used by english teacher in teaching vocabulary 

and improve listening skill related to podcast to students. 

b The results of this research can be used as a reference for english 

teachers in learning languages, namely about registers in the 

podcast. 

c On podcasting pedagogy suggests that podcasting greatly help 

learners develop various skills of english language. 

D. Prior Research 

The researcher takes review of related research from other researcher  

as principle or comparative in this research are: 

The first research was done by Yuliana. This  research was obtained 

from journal with the title is “Register Analysis In Online Shop Term 

Facebook” from University of Riau Kepulauan. Analysis the researcher 

finds the data the result of the study show the total amount of register 

found in this research is 100 register in the found online shops facebook. 

There are 11 register identified as abbreviations, 13 for clippings, 3 

coinages, 2 acronyms, 8 compoundings, 35 borrowings, 28 phrase, 45 

registers functioned as consultative, 16 register as deliberative, 14 register 

as casual, 6 register as intimate, 2 register as oratorical or frozen. 

Consultative and deliberative are the dominant functions of the register 

used by the online shops but consultative is the most dominant function 

according to research. As stated in the problem statements, those of the 
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matters relating to the business world would be very easy to find. For 

example ongkir, disc, call, etc.
1
 

The second previous research was done by Isaac. This research was 

obtained from journal with the title is “Register And Style As Distinct And 

Functional Varieties Of Language” from Kaduna State: College of 

Agricultural Technology. This research assesses the relationship between 

register and style, the prominent differences between them and how both 

are responsible for sociolinguistic context. It further argues that register 

and style in relation to context are „functional‟ manifestations or varieties 

of a given language since they usually mark the changes that occur in 

language as a result of immediate sociolinguistic „necessities‟ over and 

above the traditional dialectal and social varieties. Language users are 

usually more conscious of their „immediate‟ linguistic environments 

(contexts) in terms of communication goals than they usually are of their 

„remote‟ regional or social background and this informs a selection of 

„appropriate‟ linguistic items to adjust as it were to those language 

situations or demands.
2
 

The last research was done by Purnomo. This research was obtained 

from journal with the title is ” Register of Buying and Selling Carnelian 

Stones: A Sociocultural Linguistic Analysis” from Universitas Brawijaya, 

Malang. This research is intended to analyze form linguistic unit and 

                                                             
1
Corrie Yuliana Lubis. Erwin Ashari and Warno Edi, ”Register Analysis In Online Shop Term 

Facebook,  “English Department University Riau:Journal Anglo-Saxon Vol. 7 No. 2(2016): 

162. 
2
Obins Nuhu Isaac, ”Register and Style As Distinct and „Functional‟ Varieties of Language, 

”Samaru Kataf, Kaduna State: College of Agricultural Technology, Vol. 4, No. 14, (2014): 63. 
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sociocultural meaning of registers used by buyers and sellers of carnelian 

stones at souvenir markets in Surakarta City, Central Java, Indonesia. This 

descriptive and qualitative study is presented within the framework of 

sociocultural linguistics. To achieve the goal, data on utterances 

expressing registers of buying and selling carnelian stones were collected 

through observation and field notes, recordings and in-depth interviewing. 

The research findings show that the first, forms of registers of buying and 

selling carnelian stones are utterances which have specific meanings 

expressed by buyers and sellers, such as akik lumut „moss agate‟, batu 

giok „jade‟, batu mirah delima „ruby‟, blue sapphire, bertuah „be 

fortunated‟, ijolan/tukar tambah „barter‟, karat „carats‟, nego „can be 

bargained‟, etc.; second, the forms of registers are classified into linguistic 

units, such as word, phrase, abbreviation and acronym; and the third the 

registers play an important role in cross-cultural awareness between 

buyers and sellers for effective communication.
3
 

Based on the above findings the researcher concludes that in each 

particular situation or field there is a language or word that is used 

according to the situation. From the firts previous studies focus on 

registers analysis in online shop term facebook. The second about register 

and style as distinct and functional varieties of language. The last previous 

studies about register of buying and selling carnelian stones. This study 

has several differences between previous studies, one of the differencess is 

                                                             
3
Budi Purnomo and Rizky Salzabila, Register of Buying and Selling Carnelian Stones: A 

Sociocultural Linguistic Analysis (Malang: Universitas Brawijaya, 2016), 142. 
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that researcher focus on analyzing linguistics forms of register and its 

meaning of register used in the podcast at BBC World Service.
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CHAPTER II 

THEORETICAL REVIEW 

 

A. The Concept of Register 

1. Definition of Register 

The language of people in society are different from each other. 

For example, the language that is used by the teacher and the doctor are 

different. Each of them has its characteristics, in sociolinguistics it is 

called register. Register as known as language used in specific terms. 

As a functional or situational variety of language, register is closely 

related to a speech event or sociolinguistics context. According to 

Wardhaugh register is another complicating factor in any study of 

language varieties. Registers are sets of language items associated with 

discrate occupational or social group.  The term register here describe 

the language of group of people with common interest or jobs, or the 

language used in situational with such groups. Surgeons, airline pilots, 

bank managers, sale clerks, jazz fans, and pimps employ different 

registers.
4
  

Next according to Budiarsa register is the variation of language 

according to the use. It means were the language is used as a means of 

communication for certain purposes. It depends entirely on the domain 

of language used. It is also a function of all the other components of 

                                                             
4
 Ronald Wardhaugh,  An Introduction to Sociolinguistics., 52. 

9 
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speech situation.
5
 Then, register is a variety of a language used for a 

particular purpose or in a particular social setting. The concept of 

register is typically concerned with variations in language conditioned 

by uses rather than user. Furthermore, the function of register on 

communication can simply the process of communication among the 

comminicators because they have their own words about certain terms.
6
 

Each register helps you to express your identity at a specific time or 

place how you seek to present yourself to others. 

Based on the above definition, the researcher can conclude that 

register is one of language variations which the use of language that 

appropriate with social context in the society. 

2. The Variables of Register 

Every register is determined by three controlling variables. There 

are three variables of register as follow : 

a. Field 

Field involves the setting in which communication take 

place, and includes the purpose and subject matter or topic of the 

communication process.
7
 The field of discourse refers both to the 

nature of the socio-semiotic activity in which the text is playing a 

part and to the meanings that are maintained and shaped in the 

activity. For example, lecturing and telling stories are socially 

                                                             
5
 Made Budiarsa, Language, Dialect and Register., 9-10. 

6
 Corrie Yu Liana Lubis and Erwin Ashari, et al., A Register Analysis., 163. 

7
 Marcin Lewandowski, “Sociolects and Register A Contrastive Analysis of  Two Kinds of 

Linguistic Variation, ”Institute of Linguistics Adam Mickiewicz University, Poland: 

Investigationes Linguistic Vol 20(2010): 71.  
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recognizable activities. The second order field in both these 

activities can vary: a lecture can be about business ethics, quantum 

physics, gardening or recent trends in sociolinguistics, a story can 

be about events and characters in a fairy-tale world, in the business 

world or in prehistoric times.
8
 

Moreover, field  refers to the content or subject matter. In a 

school context, our language choices will vary depending on such 

matters as the curriculum area and the topic being studied. The 

language choices we make in science, for example, will be quite 

different from those made in history. Topic of crystallisation will 

employ quite different language features from the topic of life in 

ancient Rome. 

b. Tenor 

Tenor indicates the relationship between the speaker and the 

addressee.
9
The tenor of discourse refers to the relevant participants 

and their roles and statues: for example, whether the roles are 

symmetrical or not, whether one participant has an institutional 

role, how long the participants have known each other. These are 

not seen as determining but rather as potentially relevant factors. 

First order tenor refers to the social roles, e.g. interviewer and 

                                                             
8
 Asih Agha, Registers of Communication (Finland: Studia Fennicalinguistica, 2015), 63. 

9
 Marcin Lewandowski, Sociolects and Register., 71. 
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interviewee in a interview, seller and buyer in a service encounter, 

speaker and audience in a lecture.
10

 

Moreover, tenor refers to the roles we take up (student, 

parent, customer, employee) and our relationships with others in 

any particular situation. The  tenor will be affected by such matters 

as the status, level of expertise, age, ethnic background, and gender 

of the participants. Language choices will vary according to such 

factors as how well people know each other, they meet, and how 

they feel about each other. If you are having a conversation with a 

close friend with whom you meet regularly, the choices will be 

quite different from a tutorial session with a senior lecturer and a 

group of students you hardly know. 

c. Mode 

Mode revers to the channel or medium of communication 

in the words the choice between the choice and writing.
11

 Mode of 

discourse refers to how language functions in the situations in 

which it is used. For example, spoken interaction may be face to 

face or it may be mediated in various ways (mobile phone and 

skype), written interaction may simply involve the reading of text 

(a novel), or it may be online chat that involves the real-time 

transmission of text messages among the participants.
12

 

                                                             
10

 Asih Agha, Registers of Communication., 63. 
11

 Marcin Lewandowski, Sociolects and Register., 71 
12

 Asih Agha, Registers of Communication., 63. 
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Moreover, mode refers to the channel of communication 

being used the mode and the medium. Here, we are primarily 

concerned with the difference between the spoken mode and the 

written mode and the different roles these play in the learning 

process. This  is an important consideration as students move from 

the oral language of the home and schoolyard to the increasingly 

dense and compact language of the written mode in academic 

contexts. Mode can also refer to visual and multimodal texts 

presented through a range of media.  

At the end based on the above definition, the researcher can 

conlude that field refers to the topic, tenor refers to who is taking 

part, and modes refers to the what passage language is playing. 

Therefore, from the above explanation. In podcast languages, 

Podcast is as the field, podcaster and listeners as the tenor and the 

audio as the mode.  

3. Characteristics of Registers 

 There are four characteristics of register as follow : 

a Register studies involve descriptive analysis of actually occuring 

discourse.  

b Register studies aim to characteristics language varieties. 

c Register studies present formal linguistic characterizations of 

language varities. 
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d Register studies also analyze the situational characteristics of 

language varities, and functional or conventional relationship 

between form and situation are posited.
13

 

4. Register forms based on linguistics unit 

  Register forms based on linguistic unit are word classes, word 

formation and phrase. 

a Word Classes 

  A word class is a group of words that have the same 

basic behaviour, for example nouns, adjectives, adverb, or verbs. In 

informal definition of nouns, it is said that they refer to things 

objects, persons, places, events, subtances,etc. Next, adjectives is a 

word that tells us more about a noun. For  example, green, orange, 

taller, smarter,etc. Morever, adverb that are modifiers of verbs 

should refer to change in these features. There are very many kinds 

of adverbs, for example adverbs of noun, adverbs of frequency, 

adverbs of time and adverbs of place. The last, verbs are words that 

show an action, occurance or state of being.
14

 

b Word Formation  

  Word formation is the way of creating new words or 

terms from the use of old words. In order to understand the kinds of 

                                                             
13

 Yetti Faridatul Ulfah, „‟Register Analysis In English Movieadvertisements Of Www.21-

Cineplex.Com ( A Sociolinguistics Study „‟, Undergraduated Thesis, ( English Department 

Faculty Of Letter And Fine Arts Sebelas Maret University Surakarta, 2010),p.18. 
14

 Peter Gardenfors,‟‟ A Semantic Theory Of Word Classes,‟‟  Sydney Technical University: 

Croation Journal Of Philosophy, Vol XIV No 41 (2014): 180-191. 

http://www.21-cineplex.com/
http://www.21-cineplex.com/
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word formation, there are definitions about Abbreviation, Clipping, 

Coinage, Compounding, Borrowing and Acronym.  

1) Abbreviation is the process of reducing certain word and using 

its first letter as the initials. An abbreviation is a shortened form 

of a word or phrase, such as Jan, for january. The abbreviated 

form of the word abbreviationis abbr or, less commonly, abbrv 

or abbrev. Abbreviation same with acronym. For example, WO. 

WO is Walk Over. 

2) Clipping is the element of reduction which is noticeable in 

blending is even more apparent in the process described, 

clipping is the process of forming a new word by dropping one 

more syllables from a polysyllabic word, such as cell from 

cellular phone. Also known as a clipped form, clipped word, 

shortening, and truncation. 

3) Coinage is the invention of totally new words. Strictly speaking 

it refers to a word which has been invented and did not 

previously exist in any language. For example, coinage also 

refers to the making of words from specific reference to a more 

general one: e.g. aspirin, nylon, zipper, kleenex, xerox, jeep, and 

kodak. 

4) Compounding is the process of combining of two separate 

words to produce a single form. For example : Topscore from 

word top and score. 
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5) Borrowing refers to the taking over of words from other words. 

When words from another language enter a language, its known 

as borrowing. English has taken many words other languages. 

Some example are: barbecue, cockroach (Spanish); piano, 

concerto (Italian). 

6) Acronym is a word that made up of abbreviation that can be 

pronounced as word, and it is not only a list of letter like the 

abbreviated words.
15

 

c Phrase is a small group of words that form a meaningful unit within 

a clause. For example of phrase is noun phrase, verb phrase,etc.  

B. The Concept of Podcast 

1. Definition of Podcast 

 Podcasts are audio recordings that can be heard by the general 

public. Unlike radio that is broadcast live from certain frequencies, you 

can listen to podcasts at anytime via internet. In addition, now you can 

also create podcasts from third-party applications such as anchor. The 

term “podcast” was first proposed by the guardian journalist, Ben 

Hammersley, in 2004. The word “podcast” stands for “play-on-

demand” and “broadcast” and was eventually adopted by one of 

Apple‟s products, the iPod and the Apple Podcasts application. 

Therefore about a year since apple released its podcast features in 2005. 

Audio broadcasts have started to emerge from various radio networks, 

                                                             
15

 Corrie Yuliana Lubis. Erwin Ashari and Warno Edi, ”Register Analysis In Online Shop,  

“English Department University Riau:Journal Anglo-Saxon Vol. 7 No. 2(2016): 167. 
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such as the BBC, CBC Radio One, NPR, and so on. Currently, not only 

large broadcast media can broadcast podcasts, but you can too. 

 The writer used Podcast at BBC World Service to completing the 

research results, namely to look for the word register in BBC World 

Service. BBC World Service have some programme podcast the 

example like Health Check, Sportsworld, and The Science Hour. The 

researcher will analysis register on programme Sportsworld at BBC 

World Service. Sportsworld is programme podcast about sport news 

this podcast was foundes on 2018 and this podcast of this event has 

durations of ± 50 minutes. So, the researcher analyzed register used in 

the podcast at BBC World Service to finish this thesis. 

2. The Advantages of Podcasts 

 Beside being accesible at any time via an internet connection, you 

can also adjust what audio shows you want to listen to, starting from 

light topics, about education, music, discussions, and so on. Some of 

the other advantages of podcasts are: 

a There are many options, yes, light discussion topics full of comedy 

like those of Rapot, broadcast interviews with musicians on Creative 

Disc, or in-depth discussions with public figures from Makna talks.  

b You can customize it according to your interests and interests. 

Unlike radio, podcasts do not serve ads. Even if you dont subscribe 

to service, at least the ads won‟t appear in the middle of podcast 

shows. 
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c You can listen to podcasts more flexibly. Whether listening on the 

way to or from work, when you get bored, or at bedtime, you can 

play podcasts whenever and wherever you want.
16

 

3. The Weakness of Podcasts 

a Because it is relatively new, not many people use podcasts, so 

finding usage information to the surrounding environment maybe a 

bit difficult. Its different if its used abroad like America, where its 

quite popular. 

b Unlike youtube, podcasts can be used when we install certain 

software according to the gadget device used. Sometimes there is 

also software that provides new rates that can be used in full. 

c Podcasting certainly requires an internet connection so you have to 

ensure the availability of sufficient quota. However, to save money, 

it can be tricked by saving or downloading content to listen to later. 

There are not many software that provide podcast facilities, this is 

because of their new existence. But in the future there will definitely 

be an increase as the number of listeners increases.
17
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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

A. The Type and Characteristics of Research 

  The type of this research is a qualitative research. According to 

Creswell qualitative research is an approach for exploring and 

understanding the meaning individuals or groups ascribe to a social or 

human problem.
18

 Basically, qualitative research is the first of research 

types that can be used in education scope beside quantitative and 

classroom action research. To address a research problem, qualitative 

research is a method that is best suited in which we do not know the 

variable and need to explore.  

Moreover, the researcher use descriptive qualitative research when 

make this research. Descriptive analysis is of data for variables in a study 

includes describing the results through means, standard deviations, and 

range of scores. 
19

Qualitative is one of research methodology which 

collect the data without using statistics as an instrument. However, the 

data is got by several media such as observation, documentation, and so 

on. 

Qualitative research has some characteristics. First, case study 

takes place in the natural setting. Second, researcher as key instrument. Its 

mean that qualitative researchers collect data themselves through 

                                                             
18

 John. W. Creswell,Research Design, (New York: Sage Publication, 2014), 32. 
19

 John. W.Creswell, Research Design., 291. 
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examining documents, observing behavior, or interviewing participants. 

Third, case study employs multiple source of data as observation and 

documentation.
20

 Next, case study examine the issue holistically. After 

that, case study is fundamentally interpretative and the last the qualitative 

research is analyzed their data inductively an deductively.  

Based on above explanation the researcher can conclude that 

qualitative research is a type of research that prioritize on description or 

explanation rather than numbers in a study. This research emphasizes in 

social phenomena. Going to this statement, the resercher apply the 

descriptive qualitative research to analyze of register in the podcast at 

BBC World Service. 

B. Data Resource  

  In this reserach the researcher divides the sources into two items. 

They are primary and secondary.  

1. Primary data is data sources which is got by the writer directly. This 

primary source can be a field observation result which is done by the 

writer.
21

 Besides that, the writer does a documentation and collect the 

data in form of note about profile or history and the contents of the 

podcast that will be researched. The primary data is in the podcast at 

BBC World Service.   
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 John. W. Creswell, Research Design., 234. 
21
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2. Secondary data is the data source which does not give information 

directly to the writer.
22

 This data used to support the information of 

primary data which is got by doing observation or documentation. The 

secondary data can be e-books, other research, journals and some 

references that can support analyzing process.  

 Researcher choose podcast at BBC World Service as data source 

and used the data from words that are often used in the podcast by 

podcasters which researcher considered that the podcast BBC World 

Service provide substantial data for the purpose of this research. 

Apparently this podcast serves considerable data that researcher 

required in order to finish this thesis.  

C. Data Collections Technique 

  The next step involves executing the research plan. Quantitative 

researchers use a wide variety of instruments to gather data, including 

tests, questionnaires, ratings, and attitude scales. Qualitative researchers 

also have a toolbox of data-gathering techniques, including indepth 

interviewing, participant observation, and document analysis. In this study 

the author used a qualitative methode, and these are some of the things 

done by author.
23

 

1. Observation  

 Observation is a word we might use on any given day, in any 

multitude of situations. In day to day language, to observe means to 

                                                             
22
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watch or notice, while observation refers to the act of watching or 

noticing. As a methods term, observation needs to be identified as a 

systematic methodology while the term observe needs to connote more 

than input from just visual cues. Beside that, observation is a systematic 

method of data collection that relies on a researchers ability to gather 

data through his or her senses.
24

 The researcher observed by listening 

and writing conversation broadcasters in the podcast at BBC World 

Service.  

2. Documentation 

 The final data collection method discussed in this chapter is 

document analysis. Document analysis is collection, review, 

interrogation, and analysis of various forms of text as a primary source 

of research data.
25

 After that, in the documentation the researcher 

captured some subtitles or descriptions that are register word in the 

podcast at BBC World Service.  

D. Data Analysis Technique 

 In qualitative research, data analysis technique was directed to 

answer research question. Data analysis is an electic process occurs 

simultaneously with data collection, data interpretation and report 

writing. In fact, while the researcher was collecting tha data, the 

researcher automatically did analysis too. The figure below this depicts 

the model of data analysis as well as data collection in qualitative 
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research according to Miles and Huberman. They devided the process of 

analysis into four phases, data collection, data displays, consisting of data 

reduction and conclusion drawing or verification.
26

 

1. Data Collection  

  Data collection is a process by which the researcher 

collects the information from all the relevant sources to find answers 

to the research problem, test the hypothesis and evaluate the 

outcomes. Firstly, In collecting the data, the writer collected them by 

taking the original documents from the postings in the podcast at 

BBC World Service. The writer took picture of each posting on 

podcast at BBC World Service. After the data was collected, they 

were compiled into a complete table of data. These data results also 

served in the attachment of the research. 

2. Data Display 

  In the qualitative research, the data can be displayed in 

the form of table, graphic, charts, and network. After the data was 

collected, they were compiled into a complete table of data. These 

data results also served in the attachment of the research. In this 

section, the writer identified the parts of the postings that will be 

examined from the results of data collection. This identification 

process resulted in the raw data of register. There three stages of the 

identification process. The first was to determine the object of the 
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research those are the words in the postings that belong to register. 

After that step was to break down the sentences or the utterances that 

appeared in postings into several words and phrases that included to 

the register category and then the researcher put the data that had 

been collected in a separated list of words and phrases that had the 

relation to register that were used by the podcast at BBC World 

Service. 

3. Data Reduction 

  Data reduction refers to the process of sorting, selecting, 

focusing, simplifying, abstracting, and transforming the data that 

appear in written-up field notes or transcriptions. In data reduction, 

the researcher reduced the number of words that have been identified 

from the selected postings and only focused on the terms that were 

belonged to register. This process is important because it is the state 

where the words that are categorized as register are separated. The 

writer put a side the words and phrase that are not included into 

registers. the final data only consist of words and phrase that 

included register used by the podcast at at BBC World Service. The 

writer clarified the words that were identified in several lists of 

words based on the form linguistics unit of register theory. Each 

register differ in the features and characteristics will be classified 

into several groups according to the theory of the registers or other 

linguistic theories. Those clarifications are according to the form.  
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The example of reduction : 

  Firstly, Man 1 said ``I just started a program where we‟re 

going to sponsor black athletes men and women were going to put it 

together``. The register is athletes. The athletes from the word 

classes namely noun. Secondly, Women 1 said ``Across the USA 

and took boxing on sports world because just a few hours ago in 

lasvegas. The American Andre Ward is russia sergey kovalev to win 

supremacy in the light heavyweight division and take home. The 

WBA, WBO, IBF title has  fight``. Heavyweight is compounding. 

WBA, WBO, and IBF is abbreviation. Thirdly, Women 1 said ``A 

more just knockout in the second round, but he did so well to 

comeback later in the fight and win from the flash``. Register word 

knockout is compounding.  

4. Conclusion Drawing or Verification 

  The fourth stream of analysis activity is conclusion 

drawing and verification. The last steps, the writer analyzed the 

registers found in the posts and classified them from the types. This 

process is the deepening process of the clarification of the research 

process. The writer described each word or phrase of registers 

much deeper according to their classification in order to derive the 

accurate and detail results. Finally, the writer concluded the 

registers found on podcast including their form and verify the 
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accurancy based on theory. Components of these analyzed models 

are pictured by these figures.
27

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Component of Data Analysis Interactive Model 
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BAB IV 

RESEARCH RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

A. Description of Research Setting 

1. Profile of Podcast at BBC World Service. 

 Podcasts is downloadable audio or video file from the internet. 

Podcast is ussually played in electronic devices such as mobile phones, 

laptops, tablets or mp3 players. Podcast have three types of podcast 

available to be used, audio podcast, enhanced podcast and audio 

podcast. Indonesia also has several podcasting websites that provide 

podcast in Bahasa Indonesia podcasting websites and is considered as 

the first is www.apasajapodcast.blogspot.com. The topics on the 

podcast range from discussion about technology, science, culture, food, 

politics, sport, and humor. In this study, the writer uses a podcast about 

sports at BBC World Service. 

 

Figure 2: Profile of Podcast at BBC World Service 
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 BBC World Service is an international broadcaster owned and 

operated by the BBC. It is the largest in the world of any kind. It 

broadcasts radio broadcasts, speeches, and discussions in more than 40 

languages to many parts of the world on Analogue and Digital 

Shortwave Platforms, Internet streaming, Podcasting, Satellite, DAB, 

FM and MW relays. In 2015, the world Service reached an average of 

210 million people a week ( via Tv, Radio and Online). In November 

2016, the BBC announced that they would begin broadcasting in 

additional languages including Amharic and Igbo, in its largest 

expansion since the 1940s. 

  Podcast at BBC World Service on the programme 

Sportsworld is podcast about live sport from around the world with 

news, interviews, and analysis. This program was founded on 2015. 

Each broadcast of this event has a duration of 50 minutes, and this 

program broadcast every week. You can listening podcast BBC World 

Service just in spotify apk. 

B. Research Finding  

 After analyzing all the data, the writer finally finds out and arranges 

several finding. The finding are based on linguistics form based on 

linguistic form and meaning of register used in podcast at BBC World 

Service. 
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1. Linguistics Form of Register Used in the Podcast at BBC World 

Service 

 Lingusitics form of Register Used in the Podcast at BBC World 

Service the researcher shows that form of the register are classified into 

word classes, word formation and phrase. The researcher finding is 

described in the form of table as follows: 

 

Table 1 

Linguistics Forms of Register in the Podcast at BBC World Service 

No Linguistic Form Register  

Data 

 

1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Word Classes: 

 

a Noun 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Golf, Golfer,  Player, 

Champions, Club, 

Athletes, Fitness, 

Tournament, Boxer, 

Striker, Coach, 

Penalty, Goal, Team, 

Rugby. 

 

 

15 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

34.0% 

 

 

 

 

 

b Verb Win, Serve, Score. 3 6.8% 

c Adverb Forward 1 2.2% 

d Adjective Final 1 2.2% 

 

2 

 

Word Formation: 

 

a Compounding 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Two-players, 

Shoutout, Play-offs, 

kick-off, Forehand, 

Backhand, Dropshot, 

Knockout, 

Goalkeeper, Half-

time, Kneedown, 

Heavyweight, 

Welterweight, 

 

 

 

14 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

31.8% 
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 Based on the table above, researcher get several linguistics forms 

of registers on podcast at BBC World Service, namely the form of word 

classes (noun, verb, adverb and adjective), word formation 

(compounding, and  abbreviation) and phrases (noun phrase and verb 

phrase). The researcher found 44 data linguistics form of register. There 

the writer finds the high frequency data of linguistics form are in noun. 

The writer found 15 registers for  noun (34.0%), 14 registers for 

compounding (31.8%), 5 registers for  noun phrase (11.3%), 4 registers 

Bantamweight. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

b Abbreviation PGA, LPGA, NBA, 

F1. 

4 9.0% 

3 Phrase : 

 

a Noun phrase 

 

 

 

Gold Medallist, 

World Cup, Quarter 

Final, Premier 

League, Triple Jump. 

 

 

5 

 

 

 

 

11.3% 

 

 

 

 

 

 

b Verb pharase 

 

 

 

Warm Up. 

 

1 

 

2.2% 

 Total  44 100% 
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for abbreviation (9.0%) and 3 registers for verb (6.8%) ,  1 register for 

adverb, adjective and verb phrase (2.2%). 

2. The Meaning of Register Used in the Podcast at BBC World Service  

 The writer finds the meaning in podcast at BBC World Service. 

The researcher finding is described in the form of table as follows: 

 

Table 2 

The Meaning of Register in the Podcast at BBC World Service 

No Register Meaning Sources 

1 Golf  A unique sports in 

its characteristics 

and attributes and 

hence potential 

contribution to the 

health and well 

being of people. 

Rehema M, `` GOLF``, Go 

Golf Europe, 

Netherlands,2017.  

2 Golfer  A  person who play 

golf. 

Rehema M, `` GOLF``, Go 

Golf Europe, Netherlands, 

2017.  

3 Player  An An athletic 

event comprising 

three phases in 

which the optimal 

proportion of each 

phase to the total 

distance jumped, 

termed the phase 

ratio, is unknown. 

Sam allen, `` The Effect of 

Altering Streght and 

Approach Velocity on 

Triple Jump 

Performance``, Journal 

International in Sports, 

Tsukuba, 2016. 

4 Champions A person who has 

defeated or surpassed 

all rivals in a 

competition, 

especially in sports.  

Sania Benghida, ``World 

Cup Football in 

International Relations: 

The 2009 Algerian-

Egyptian Football 

Conflict``, International 

Journal of Innovation and 
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Applied Studies, Vol 9 No 

1, 2014.  

5 Club  An association or 

organization 

dedicated to a 

particular interest or 

activity.  

Joel Oberstone. `` 

Differenting The Top 

English Premier League 

Football Clubs From The 

Rest of the Pack: 

Identifying The Keys to 

Success``, Journal of 

Quantitative Analysis in 

Sports, Vol 5 No 3, 2009.  

6 Athletes  To refer to people 

performing in sport 

activities.  

Teguh 

Santoso,``Developing 

Return Board As an Aid 

for Forehand Topspin in 

Tabble Tennis``, The 

Journal of Educational 

Development, Semarang, 

2017.  

7 Fitness  The conditi on of 

being physically fit 

healthy.  

Oxfor Dictionary. 

8 Tournament  A series of contests 

between a number of 

competitors, who 

compete for an overall 

prize.  

Sania Benghida, ``World 

Cup Football in 

International Relations: 

The 2009 Algerian-

Egyptian Football 

Conflict``, International 

Journal of Innovation and 

Applied Studies, Vol 9 No 

1, 2014.  

9 Boxer  A Person who takes 

part in boxing, 

especially as a sport.  

Lan Chen, `` The 

Metaphorical Use of 

Boxing Terms in Everyday 

Language``, Journal of 

Kristianstad University 

College``, London, 2013.  

10 Striker  The position of the 

forward in a soccer 

team.  

Dhafid Wahyu Utomo, 

‟‟Register Laporan 

Pandangan Mata 

Komentator‟‟, Jurnal 

Sasindo Unpam, Vol 1 No 

1, 2014.  

11 Coach  An athletic instructur 

or trainer.  

Wilda Meridiyana, ‟‟ 

Pemakaian Bahasa dalam 

Olahraga Futsal‟‟, 
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Universitas Sebelas Maret 

Surakarta, 2012.  

12 Penalty  A kick taken inside 

the penalty box 

without any other 

protection from the 

opposing player.  

Alis Rahmawati, ” A 

Sociolinguistics Analysis 

Of Register Used in Soccer 

Page of Social Media 

Facebook‟‟, 

Muhammadiyah University 

Of Surakarta, 2014.  

13 Goal  Put the ball in the 

earpiece.  

Dhafid Wahyu Utomo, 

‟‟Register Laporan 

Pandangan Mata 

Komentator‟‟, Jurnal 

Sasindo Unpam, Vol 1 No 

1, 2014.  

14 Team  A group of players 

forming one side in a 

competitive game or 

sport. 

Joel Oberstone. `` 

Differenting The Top 

English Premier League 

Football Clubs From The 

Rest of The Pack: 

Identifying The Keys to 

Success``, Journal of 

Quantitative Analysis in 

Sports, Vol 5 No 3, 2009.  

15 Rugby  A game played by 

two teams of 13 or 

15 players, using 

an oval ball which 

may be kicked or 

carried. 

Oxford Dictionary. 

16 Win  A successful result in 

a contest.  

Joel Oberstone. `` 

Differenting The Top 

English Premier League 

Football Clubs From The 

Rest of The Pack: 

Identifying The Keys To 

Success``, Journal of 

Quantitative Analysis in 

Sports, Vol 5 No 3, 2009.  

17 Serve  A player initial stroke 

which starts a gaming 

session for fighting 

over one number.  

Ulya Himawati, 

``Pemakaian Kata Bahasa 

Inggris Dalam Olahraga 

Bulutangkis``, Semarang,  

Jurnal Ilmu Sosial, Vol. 3 

No 1, 2018.  

18 Score  The result obtained in Wilda Meridiyana,‟‟ 
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a competition.  Pemakaian Bahasa Dalam 

Olahraga Futsal‟‟, 

Universitas Sebelas Maret 

Surakarta, 2012.  

19 Forward  The position of a 

forward player in a 

football team. 

Alis Rahmawati, ” A 

Sociolinguistics Analysis 

of Register Used in Soccer 

Page Of Social Media 

Facebook‟‟, 

Muhammadiyah University 

Of Surakarta, 2014.  

20 Final  The end of game. Wilda Meridiyana, 

‟‟Pemakaian Bahasa Dalam 

Olahraga Futsal‟‟, 

Universitas Sebelas Maret 

Surakarta, 2012. 

21 Two-player Two people in the 

game. 

Oxford Dictionary. 

22 Shoutout  The hard kick that 

leads or not to goal.  

Wilda Meridiyana, 

‟‟Pemakaian Bahasa Dalam 

Olahraga Futsal‟‟, 

Universitas Sebelas Maret 

Surakarta, 2012. 

23 Play-offs Competitions played 

after the regular 

season by the top 

teams or participants 

to determine the 

league champions. 

Alis Rahmawati, ”A 

Sociolinguistics Analysis 

Of Register Used In Soccer 

Page Of Social Media 

Facebook‟‟, 

Muhammadiyah University 

Of Surakarta, 2014.  

24 Kick-off The opening kick of a 

football match.  

Wilda Meridiyana, 

‟‟Pemakaian Bahasa Dalam 

Olahraga Futsal‟‟, 

Universitas Sebelas Maret 

Surakarta, 2012.  

25 Forehand  The punch that was 

released with a 

reasonable hand 

position. 

Ulya Himawati, 

``Pemakaian Kata Bahasa 

Inggris Dalam Olahraga 

Bulutangkis``, Semarang, 

Jurnal Ilmu Sosial, Vol. 3 

No 1, 2018. 

26 Backhand  The punch that was 

released with the back 

of the hand facing 

forward.  

Ulya Himawati, 

``Pemakaian Kata Bahasa 

Inggris Dalam Olahraga 

Bulutangkis``, Semarang, 

Jurnal Ilmu Sosial, Vol. 3 
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No 1, 2018.  

27 Dropshot  That deadly blow 

released with light 

force so the ball dips 

in a falling motion.  

Ulya Himawati, 

``Pemakaian Kata Bahasa 

Inggris Dalam Olahraga 

Bulutangkis``, Semarang, 

Jurnal Ilmu Sosial, Vol. 3 

No 1, 2018.  

28 Knockout  Also referred to as 

KO.  

Lan Chen, ``The 

Metaphorical Use of 

Boxing Terms in Everyday 

Language``, Journal of 

Kristianstad University 

College``, London, 2013.  

29 Goalkeeper  A player whose 

position is in the first 

row and is in charge 

of keeping the goal.  

 Alis Rahmawati, ”A 

Sociolinguistics Analysis 

Of Register Used in Soccer 

Page of Social Media 

Facebook‟‟, 

Muhammadiyah University 

Of Surakarta, 2014.  

30 Half-time A football match that 

has been played for 45 

minutes in the first 

half. 

Joel Oberstone. `` 

Differenting The Top 

English Premier League 

Football Clubs From The 

Rest of The Pack: 

Identifying The Keys To 

Success``, Journal of 

Quantitative Analysis in 

Sports, Vol 5 No 3, 2009.  

31 Kneedown  Knee force sticks to 

the asphalt of the race 

when the racer has to 

overturn the corner to 

get the fastest time. 

Oxford Dictionary. 

32 Heavyweight A devision, or weight 

class, in boxing. 

Fighters who weigh 

over 200 pounds 91 

kg.  

Lan Chen, `` The 

Metaphorical Use Of 

Boxing Terms In Everyday 

Language``, Journal of 

Kristianstad University 

College``, London, 2013.  

33 Welterweight  Weight class 66,678 

kilograms in boxing. 

Lan Chen, `` The 

Metaphorical Use of 

Boxing Terms In Everyday 

Language``, Journal of 

Kristianstad University 

College``, London, 2013.  
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34 Bantamweight  Weight class 115-126 

pounds in boxing. 

Lan Chen, `` The 

Metaphorical Use of 

Boxing Terms in Everyday 

Language``, Journal of 

Kristianstad University 

College``, London, 2013.  

35 PGA Professional 

Golfers 

Association 

Oxford Dictionary. 

36 LPGA Ladies Proffesional 

Golf Association.  

Rehema M, ``GOLF``, Go 

Golf Europe, Netherlands, 

2017.  

37 NBA National 

Basketball 

Association 

Oxford Dictionary.  

38 F1 Formula One.  Oxford Dictionary. 

39 Gold 

Medallist 

Trophy made of gold 

that is usually 

awarded for winning 

first place in a 

competition.  

Sania Benghida, ``World 

Cup Football In 

International Relations: 

The 2009 Algerian-

Egyptian Football 

Conflict``, International 

Journal Of Innovation And 

Applied Studies, Vol 9 No 

1, 2014.  

40 World Cup The four year world 

football championship 

organized by FIFA 

(the name of theworld 

football body). 

Sania Benghida, ``World 

Cup Football In 

International Relations: 

The 2009 Algerian-

Egyptian Football 

Conflict``, International 

Journal of Innovation and 

Applied Studies, Vol 9 No 

1, 2014. 

41 Quarter Final The last four bring 

together the four best 

teams in a 

competition. 

Wilda Meridiyana,‟‟ 

Pemakaian Bahasa Dalam 

Olahraga Futsal‟‟, 

Universitas Sebelas Maret 

Surakarta, 2012.  

42 Premier 

League 

The highest league in 

the football league 

system in England. 

Joel Oberstone. 

``Differenting The Top 

English Premier League 

Football Clubs From The 

Rest of The Pack: 

Identifying The Keys to 

Success``, Journal of 
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  From the table  above, the researcher shows the meaning of 

registers in podcast at BBC World Service. The researcher explain  the 

meaning of registers which can be obtained in podcast at BBC World 

Service from journal sources and oxford dictionary. The researcher also 

found the meaning based on the context of situation namely field, mode, 

and tenor. Field refers to the topic, what is happening in podcast and to the 

content being discussed. In podcast at BBC World Service on programme 

sportsworld activity discussed about live sport from around the world with 

news, interviews, and analysis. Tenor refers to people involved in 

communication or refers to who is taking part. In podcast language, the 

tenor is podcaster and listeners. Mode refers to the medium of 

communication. In podcast languages, audio and visual as the mode. 

 

 

Quantitative Analysis in 

Sports, Vol 5 No 3, 2009.  

 

43 Triple Jump An athletic event 

comprising three 

phases in which the 

optimal proportion of 

each phase to the total 

distance jumped, 

termed the phase 

ratio, is unknown.  

 

Sam allen, ``the Effect of 

Altering Streght and 

Approach Velocity on 

Triple Jump 

Performance``, Journal 

International in Sports, 

Tsukuba, 2016.  

44 Warm-up To prepare for 

physical exercise or a 

performance.  

Oxford Dictionary. 
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C. Discussion  

  After analyzing all of the data, the researcher found and arranged  

several findings. The findings are based on the linguistics form of register 

and the meaning of the register in the podcast. Based on the linguistics 

form of register, the researcher differentiated two kinds of data, they are 

words and phrases, namely the form of word classes (noun, verb, adverb 

and adjective), word formation (compounding and abbreviation) and 

phrases (noun phrase and verb phrase). The number of the linguistics form 

of registers in the podcast  is explained in the Table 1. The researcher 

found 44 data linguistics form of register. There the writer finds the high 

frequency data of linguistics form are in noun. The writer found 15 

registers for noun (34.0%), 14 registers for compounding (31.8%), 5 

registers for  noun phrase (11.3%), 4 registers for abbreviation (9.0%) and 

3 registers for verb (6.8%) ,  1 register for adverb, adjective and verb 

phrase (2.2%). The linguistics form of registers that has the highest 

frequency is noun with the data is 15 ( 34.0%) while the linguistic form of 

registers that has the lowest frequency is adverb, adjective and verb phrase 

the data is 1 (2.2%). 

  Moreover,  the researcher explained the meaning of registers 

which can be obtained in podcast at BBC World Service from journal 

sources and oxford dictionary. The  writer also finds the meaning based on 

the context situation. It consist of field, mode and tenor. Field refers to the 

topic, what is happening in podcast and the content being discussed. In 
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podcast at BBC World Service on the programme sportsworld activity 

discussed about live sport from around the world with news, interviews, 

and analysis. Tenor refers to people involved in communication or who is 

taking part. In podcast language, the tenor is podcaster and listeners. Mode 

refers to the medium of communication. In podcast languages, audio and 

visual as the mode. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

  

A. Conclusion  

  The results of this study are the researcher show several 

linguistics forms from registers in podcast at BBC World Service, namely 

the form of word classes (noun, verb, adverb and adjective), word 

formation (compounding and abbreviation) and phrases (noun phrase and 

verb phrase). The researcher found 44 data linguistics form of register. 

There the writer finds the high frequency data of linguistics form are in 

noun. The writer found 15 registers for noun (34.0%), 14 registers for 

compounding (31.8%), 5 registers for  noun phrase (11.3%), 4 registers for 

abbreviation (9.0%) and 3 registers for verb (6.8%) ,  1 register for adverb, 

adjective and verb phrase (2.2%). The linguistics form of registers that has 

the highest frequency is noun with the data is 15 ( 34.0%) while the 

linguistic form of registers that has the lowest frequency is adverb, 

adjective and verb phrase the data is 1 (2.2%).  

  In other hand, the researcher explained the meaning of registers 

which can be obtained in podcast at BBC World Service from journal 

sources and oxford dictionary. The  writer also finds the meaning based on 

the context situation. It consist of field, mode and tenor. Field refers to the 

topic, what is happening in podcast and the content being discussed. In 

podcast at BBC World Service on the programme sportsworld activity 

 55 
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discussed about live sport from around the world with news, interviews, 

and analysis. Tenor refers to people involved in communication or who is 

taking part. In podcast language, the tenor is podcaster and listeners. Mode 

refers to the medium of communication. In podcast languages, audio and 

visual as the mode. It has purpose to fulfill the meaning of each term about 

register in podcast at BBC World Service based on linguistic form. So the 

reader can study deeply and understand the hidden meaning. 

B. Suggestions  

  Based on the result of the research, the researcher give some 

suggestions to the side that related as follows: 

1. For the students 

  The researcher suggests that the students can be used as an 

additional reference for studying english language. 

2. For the other researchers  

 The researcher suggests that other researchers can be hopefully 

used as a reference for those who are interested in analyzing register, 

especially the one in podcast. 
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A. Research Instrument 

1. Documentation sheet podcast at BBC World Service  

No. Documentation Points Availability 

1. The profile of podcast at BBC World Service. √ 

2. Captured some subtitles or descriptions that 

are register word in the podcast  at BBC World 

Service. 

√ 

 

Note. 

(√) Tick for each positive availability 

2. Observation Sheet 

 In observation activity, the resercher observed by listening and 

writing conversation broadcasters in the podcast at BBC World Service. 

Table 1 

Linguistics Form of Register in the podcast at BBC World Service 

No. Linguistics Form Register Σ Data % 

1. Word    

a. Noun    

b. Verb    

c. Adjective    

d.Abbreviation    

e. Compounding    

f. -    
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2. Phrase    

 a. Noun phrase    

b. Verb phrase    

  c. -    

   d. -    

Σ All the Data    

 

 The formula to figure out the percentage of each lingusitics form is as 

 follows: 

  
      

Σ             
 x 100 %  

B. Research Data 

1. Captured some subtitles or descriptions that are register word in the 

podcast at BBC World Service. 
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2. The Result of Observation 

 The writer choose word register from the text, and the word 

register is bold. 

 

``Golf Blackout`` 

Published: November 2016 

Duration: 50 minutes 

Women 1 : Hello, Angela Floyd the new listening for special sports 

world podcast where I‟ll be delving deep into ghosts 

relationship with race. back in  1975, Lee elder braved seath 

threats to become the first African American golfer to play 

at the master. It was one of the last colour barriers in US 

sport and made him a hero to many black sportsmen and 

women, including tiger woods. But 45 years on, and in the 

wake of the death of George Floyd, what progress has been 

made to make golf more inclusive and accesible to the black 

community? Bellator will hear from Joseph Bramlett about 

hid experiences of being one of them full black golfer 

currently playing on the men‟s PGA Tour from this was the 

first black graduate. Of the number one New York times 

best-selling biography of tiger woods will join us later to 

discuss with a golf has failed to capitalize on tyga‟s success 

and went to target in itself has been enough to promote 
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diversity in the sport will also be hearing from a residence 

in co-founder of the United Flight Golf Association who‟s 

been telling me about the word his organization has been 

doing. Has been doing to encourage more black people to 

take up golf at the grassroots level the plenty to discuss for 

the final hours. Let me introduce you to my first two guests 

will be alongside me for the next hour Maurice Allen who 

was the first African American player to become wolves 

long drive champion in 2018 and the current LPGA two-

player Mariah Stackhouse. Who was the youngest African- 

American woman to compete? first of all really glad you 

can join us Maurice if I can start with you described 

yousrself as a black man in white spools. What do you 

mean about that? 

Man  1: The first I wont thank you to have me on the program when 

we talked about that the differences  is the United states is 

slightly different than in most places. I‟ve traveled the 

public side of golf is very diverse for the most part you can 

go to public course anywhere almost in any major city 

metropolitan area and when you go to the steam country 

clubs on no matter where you are. Thats where you start to 

see a huge difference. There are not many black members 

traditionally if you do see black people there working. 
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Unfortunately historic lights always been in the or maybe 

sometimes not even in tha valet and things of that nature but 

never in positions of power where you see like people I‟m 

and then on the social stand for many of them as members 

are there not looked at his members and things of that 

nature win if I want to golf course in Mariah with Hill Golf 

Course paraded is around kind of like albino tiger or 

something to that extent? Its just I know this person then 

were treated differently then comparison that normal person 

wasn‟t a professional athelete. I just a normal person. All 

just a normal person invented fitness industry a country 

club day would really get a lot of probably normally 

awkward looks and things of that nature is because its just 

not the door and unfortunately, thats the case here in the 

United States. 

Women 1 : What about you Mariah and does not right true? What was 

your experience as a young girl breaking into sport of golf? 

Women 2 :  You know, its definitely you know, Maurice next several 

points about once you get to the country club level diversity 

definetely starting to shrink a little bit. B ut when I think 

about my experiences in the game of golf the kind of getting 

introduced to it. Started off practicing in Atlanta at a couple 

of small public courses and predominantly a black 
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community southside of Atlanta. I don‟t think that you 

know why I noticed that as much and then once I started 

competing in junior tournament. You know, whats 

interisting when you play local tours, like I did in the 

Atlanta Junior Golf Association. I‟m some Georgia State 

Golf Association junior events, you‟re competing with the 

same people weekend and week out and done. So you 

actually become really good being nobody‟s with everyone 

around you. So when I think about my experience to run to 

tournaments isn‟t and play with the same friend  that I 

played with every single week or so. Thats kind of how I 

remember my upbringing and in the game of god and I 

think that growing up on the Southside of Atlanta and 

saying those courses probably, you know added to an extra 

level of comfort for me, you know plano. So, Southside golf 

courses it in the black community. 

Women 1 : Yeah, I mean 70 racism has to land because of the see you 

mentioned you had a good group of friends growing up into 

any sort of. 

Women 2 : Overt over I would definetely say that I dont recall any of 

those experiences growing up and if they did exist, I think 

maybe my parent protect me from them. They were 

definetely with me most of the time at my junior 
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tournaments in and everything growing up but I started 

playing competitive golf at the age of 6, and so the people I 

was competing with knew them 6 to 10 15 to 18. 

Women 1 : Its been quite to get your insights and frankie face painting 

Tucson Sport World Jeff benedek the journalist in Kawartha 

of the number one New York Times bestselling biography 

of tiger black gold for the elite end of the game. But whats 

it like at grassroots level.  

Man 1     : I just started a program where we‟re going to sponsor black 

athletes men and women were going to put it together. 

Women 1 : So sorry to pick up type you both being fantastic. Thank 

you so much. Maurice Allen the first African-American 

plays income wolves long drive champions in 2018 and the 

current LPGA Tour player Mariah Stackhouse. You feed 

listen to BBC Sports World special on the relationship 

between Golf and race. 
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``The Battle Of Unbeaten Fighters`` 

On 21 november 2016 

Duration  15 minutes 

 

Women 1 : Across the USA and took boxing on sports world because just 

a few hours ago in lasvegas. The American Andre Ward is 

russia sergey kovalev to win supremacy in the light 

heavyweight division and take home. The WBA, WBO IBF 

title has  fight. So the brains and precision or war take on the 

devastation power of 11 perhaps the biggest show dance the 

sport vs Floyd Mayweather Jr.Speed manny pacquiao in 2015. It 

went the full 12 rounds with ward winning by unanimous 

decision whole tray of the judge scored the 5 114 to 113 in favor 

of the American and I spoke to the former to a world 

champion. 

Man 1 : One life and the Raven one, but  I dont see how midway point, 

I was wondering I was really torn at the week... 

Women 1 : A more just knockout in the second round, but he did so well 

to comeback later in the fight and win from the flash. 

Man 1 : Yes and I think he had a show hit the folks all the all these 

character traits last night because it takes a lot of character to 

take deep out waste in the kind of atmosphere and I kind of real 
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Women 1 : And of course there was two to you know, only beaten records 

on the line wore a day when his way and incredible record. 

Whats that 31 fight now and no losses for him. 

Man 1 : Yeah, yeah. I‟ m crazy been something special really. He 

hasn‟t lost even in the amateur since you 12 years old. So I‟m 

just been undefeated for 20 years old. You won the Olympic 

Gold Medal he‟s been something special. 

Women 2 : It is best time for phone spicer as they then she think he gets to 

the recognition and attention he deserves. 

Man 1 : I‟m not sure you get the recognition, but it for me the best 

fighter in all think I‟ll have two last night when you really 

silidified it... 

Women 1 : And I know, but after the fight was obsessed with the results 

and then perhaps seeing a suggested that the judging is the fare 

from him or is that just what he‟s going to say? 

Man 1 : No, I think the way the fight is starting to play out... 

Women 1 : Going to be a fight to judge the next when you think there will 

be a rematch? 

Man 1 : I think there will be on his ass should be and hopefully... 

Women 1 : But that was former to a world champion Paulie Malignaggi 

speaking to me a little bit earlier to join me live now is the 

performance British boxer of trainer Joe Gallagher and the 

boxing roster for the LA Times lance the first lie to you lance 
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hasn‟t been decent since he was 12 years old. Thats an 

incredible record. 

Man 2 : To the heart that he has in Hammond, Indiana Andre Ward is a 

guy that has been a little bit criticized that mean he got into a 

long contract wobble with a swarm of Easton. A little to much 

you know about boxer.last nights fight. I believe really does 

kind of define Andre Ward who he is. I mean, the guy was down 

big I mean  out of the first six, I think you lost. And the way he 

was able to go to the well and cooperate and find a way to break 

down this, you know monster is everyone was calling. So I think 

for a reward it was a it was a deserved at night and I think that 

the amount now we‟ve got two more guys and in the mix. 

Women 1 : You know, it was so close in the richest absence note in this 

and that comeback from war later on the fight. How did you 

know score it? 

Man 2 : I had it for walls had it  forward by one point of things going 

into the last two rounds. And show the how you want to do most 

of it and then being in the pulling down the street and tell the 

name of this is it now this is the moment we‟ve got to go and do 

it on the run in there and win last night. 

Women 1 : Its going to be a first class for one of the voices are so where 

do we go from here now? 
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Man 3 : I mean he‟s going to push hard. He has the opportunity to 

invoke a rematch clause. The issue is this is Andre Ward going 

to take tha. Obviously there going to be some negotiating I talk 

to a manager and he said look last time they drove to ship the 

time. We‟re driving a ship and we‟re going to get what we want. 

Call I think there‟s going to be a lot of obstacles to getiing the 

distilled on but the right thing is for this rematch to happen. 

Women 1 : Joe, one of your face is full of Smith. Ward last year just how 

difficult of an opponent is either way the difference between 

forward facing in the ring. 

Man 2 : I think it is time for 5 to watch him on cv-22 the naked eye 

people most of this thing almost to talk or write home about. Its 

only when you get home close and personal enduring its the 

little things that I do say so succesful in that do really chose how 

strong you really supposed to such a strong fire small things and 

its the small things that you do aswell and its only clothes when 

you see a firsthand what a great thinking when you find him you 

realize and you see a first-time to watch a great thinking five 

ways. 

Women 1 : Did he have any weaknesses that? 

Man 2 : Divorce in round to the last night went and cameback to me 

now. He runs so that I see how number  one fighter in the world. 
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Women 1 : Snowfeet followe sergey kovalev career is alexander Palenque 

boxing writer for the sports express in moscow, and he joins us 

live now. So Alex how well is Kovalev noted in Russia to see 

have a big following. 

Man 1  : And you know, I believe that something like 95% so the people 

here believe that he won the fight. 

Women 1 : I just going to ask that because coffe level of his day off to the 

match that the American judges gave an American decision. So, 

everyone agrees with I do they in Russia today? 

Man 1 : Well, I‟m very fond of America and live the rest of my life 

now. You need to leave. So I‟m not that kind of a Russian 

redneck... 

Women 1 : Alexander Valenti, thank you for joining us some sports world 

interesting there in terms of the interest in this voice app to 

gallery and Lance Pugmire still with me before you guys go, 

you know the thing about this voice was that it was crapser was 

the biggest fights since Mayweather and Pacquiao Nauseous 

widespread to the general public. Maybe it wasn‟t Russia, but 

elsewhere in the world.  
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Who Is The Premier League’s Greatest African Player? 

Showed 24 april 

Duration 59 minutes 

Man 1 : Christ the premier league on sportsworld. We got to pick the very 

best. How hard was it to get down to a talk right area? Have you 

been looking at John to decide your finalist? 

Man 2 : Oh yeah, of social media many people said I hate is very difficult, of 

course inside because we‟re going to have the knockouts 

tomorrow graphing is genius chinese easy ticket 12 is easy to get 

spider spicies. You could getting down. So why he‟s so so difficult. 

I‟ll tell you what I‟ve done Leo put on stats turn on.qualities 

needed to get into my top light. 

Man 1  : A really good point layer is made that George influence on a team 

and also the excellence of the team that go into as well. That was a 

big test for me if they were playing for the time was a great saying 

that really swing it for me 

Man 2  : Yeah, that was a little off to say because we‟ve had some great 

stink we did in the 90s. 

Man 1  : I‟m seconded. The number of calls it in the Premier League 

strikers. What are you thinking in terms of Cyrus that Marisa place 

in the top right? 

Man 2  : Team gets to finish and I‟m looking at you. I‟m looking at... 

Man  : When it comes to strikers thing that you need..? 
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Women 1 : I have you noted highest goal scorer in Premier League of 

conversations around the house the light off. I think if you have 

one player, who is the legend in Nobles close? 

Man 1  : Yes, they have to try and see what we can do to keep everyone 

happy and select the best state that we‟ve been talking about 

strikers. Some one joining us. Now, It might like to play these 

are in case because we‟re this is the weirdest special strike a 

piece of the wiggy who played in the Premier League for three 

different clouds are always good to have you with us on 

sportsworld what you think then we selecting the best African 

players in the Premier League at you want to play? 

Man 2  : We dont do not doubt goals is something that makes a huge 

difference in a football match in terms of emotions. So, I just 

what my insulated has not mentioned that you was talking about  

you big club but I think Neutral stance go and watch and we all 

know how to change your skills and how much they were 

discussed during the week and the anticipation before his next 

performance was so high. This is what we need to talk about 

contribution because you have players who played so well for 

the one titles, but actually they didn‟t do so much that I will say 

emotions then you can bring him to this we talkin strike if it 

seemed Michael Essien new Toca by Yaya tour is a play as a 

joke or players who scored goals and thats why most of the time 
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Wilson Bouleverd, Christiano Ronaldo. Most of the time is  

Messi, Ronaldinho is this than once we had Cannavaro win it, 

and I think Jordan has it shipped already goalkeeper to score. 

women 2 : Thank you very much lee. It is time for our lockdown knockout. 

We will start with a foreclosure final then we will have our 

semi-finals and of course the big ginal at the very end and say 

that we are joined by Moe Ali sports reporter from the BBC 

African service with senior football correspondent for the UK‟s 

pay for the independence Melissa ready and we have former 

Tottenham Norwich and Cameroon Defender Sebastian the song 

and Sebastian and feel bad that we haven‟t got you on the list. 

But you know as much as we all do that Defenders never get the 

credit they deserve to that wasn‟t expecting to be on the list. 

Man 1  : Yeah, we never know, you know like.  

Women 1   : First quarter-final where Didier Drogba through to the semi-

finals and fortunately for Connor he is out of the competition at 

to move on to our second quarter find this might make their 

family a little person comfortable. 

Women 2 : Very difficult one and I think it Polo was in the first matchup. He 

would have beaten Connor and insensible to help man city to 

this list title and Lita a suggestion set. Play for Arsenal, 

Manchester city and liverpool and have such longevity at the 

highest level. If you‟re not something special and you‟re only 
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cost a hundred and fifty thousand pounds, which is remarkable 

to think now when osmosis got it. But, up against Yaya Toure. I 

think you can color with safe. Yeah, in this regard... 

Women 1 : Are you going to defend the defender? 

Man 1      : I would love to go.. 

Women 1 : For that quarter final so yeah tour is through to the semi-finals 

we ever third quarter and this is going to be a little Liverpool 

conundrum for this one. Sadio Mane and the first heavyweight 

semi-final and then in the second welterweight $75 of Yaya 

Toure Michael Essien, and the last bantamweight  and the 

people who have navigation of there are still with us. We have 

responded for the independent Melissa. Reddy is also with us, 

and we also have our well Season Premier League defender 

Sebastian for Cameroon international as well as weather. Semi-

final number one. Lets talk a little bit more specific David the 

players and their skills and talents. Sebastian for you up against 

how do you compare the both of those as tears? 

Man 2  : Taking everything into account a drunk person in the universe 

that was a huge presence in the Chelase side that they took the 

games for them out of nothing and he was very clinical in 

France. 

Women 1 : So thank you guys joining us at this Sunday to discuss are 

locked. I‟m not that special on greatest African Footballers who 
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have played in the Premier League NBA draft to Melissa 

Reddy Mo Ali and Sebastian the song have bushes of the 

gracious African footballer to play in the Premier League. 

Thank you very much for listening with you again soon. 
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``Building a wimbledon GOAT`` 

Showed 29 april 

Duration 26 minutes 

 

Man 1 : Play proffesional tennis play an Owl Cayymus. So it‟s time for 

  us to take over and  create the ultimate tennis champion. 

Women 1 : Play it still hurts when you say that wimbledons being cancelled, 

and I know  its true. When locked and easiest that will still be no 

tennis until at least the middle of july and august and september 4 

years old boys. Is it career that I do not want to stick with Iknow 

you will never hear me say the words. I would like to be a teacher 

cuz it‟s very very difficult. 

Man 1 : I‟ll second that as well at the house though is for the proffesional 

type  tennis. Slow it down the rankings at these times. Selena was 

telling us that she has not picked up a rock it for a few weeks. It 

doesn‟t quite know what it will be like when she gets back. 

Anywhere in your career right now to real it again. Where would 

be going? 

Woman 1  : Oh my god, its hard questions. That one that was difficult to 

actually pass up this year as well. But I think just you know, all 

those things. I mean, I wasn‟t surprised it came but it was sosad to 

hear that it wasn‟t going to happen and it was just its just 

heartbreaking and I you know, I agree with what you‟re saying. I 
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mean those tires that are you know, they‟re all excited getting her 

on the tour either looking to like make a break in and just getiing 

started and its really difficult for those tires that are arranged a 

little bit lower living week by week and maybe not even find 

tournaments but driving. I mean, thats how I drive to afford to 

fly in the beginning especially if you‟re just starting out or if 

you‟re just trying to make it. 

Man 1 : Well, we have to say that tournament set return at very soon. 

And even  though   we  weren‟t old Assemble. We will now 

focuss to your tennis. You can play along as well. See if your 

players are selected. So we need a serve, return, forehand, 

backhand, footwork, block, a buggy whip  that is a tactic in the 

game or maybe something else and champions spirit. Light on 

the court at Wimbledon. Selen, Let start how to be game gigi 

we‟ve so focuss to serve on the first of the ball and thing gigi 

what do you think about serve? 

Women 2 : I had the most people in cereals has to get a shoot. I came down 

there if I have to go to one  70 kilometers per hour Tuesday the 

greatest female play in the game ever. Maybe she‟ll be the GOAT 

of all time when you mix men and women, but it was difficult 

than an interesting place that can but Iam giving my 7 of my cc 

serena williams. 

Man 1 : And serena how about you on your serve refise? 
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Women 1 : So definetely story. Where she‟s going to start a place behind it 

to I mean, its such a powerful serve and I think its one of the 

toughest to face. 

Women 2 : Terrifying being on the end of a serena williams serve. 

Women 1 : It is terrify yes its first time I mean. I‟ ve had the honor of being 

able too. So the next couple times I played her but yes, it is 

terrifying. First time was absolutely terrifying and then  the next 

couple times,but I was kind of hoping. 

Man 1 :  And what you looking for in a return?  he that you want to play 

that takes risks with returns and except that a few aces are going 

to be for return? 

Women 2 : I think for me the return I know tired I would have said I can say 

is definitely one of the ones that returns. I would say now in the 

present players I think its not only the consistency but I think for 

him. his eye is so good at he‟s so quick office. On the return that 

he‟s just so solid and even in those really pressure moment able to 

get the ball back and play almost every single time. So for me 

beside you know, this is her pointed. She just gets it done. 

Man 1 : Miles, points on the break points when it really matters? 

Women 1: He‟s theone that basically got everyone doing a little for hand 

dropshot that he threw in their but so and I‟m throwing it away 

women again. 
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Man 1 : Okey, because again what do you looking going to backhand 

side?  

Women 2 : Find my top three backhands were Novak Djovic. Lori camme 

second and then Richard Gasquet. I have a weak spot for Richard 

Gasquet one-handed backhand. What you doing is stunning, but 

for me if I have to give it to someone it would be Novak 

Djokoniv. 

Man 1 : Okey I see, moving thing isn‟t it to chill a special on the 

womens side of things you do. To one-handed backhand drive. 

What are you going about your backhand what do you think that? 

Women 1  : What I actually, I‟m I wrote all that was like miles. I wrote all 

this down into my research, but I had twice as a separate category 

so I top backhand  and for that I for I definetely have Djokovic for 

the men. 

Man 1 : Oke, thanks u for join. I‟m doing it as it always is I‟m sport. 

Well join us again. And thank u and see you bye. 
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